New approach for the detection of BSH and its metabolites using capillary electrophoresis and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry.
Boron neutron capture therapy is a promising binary treatment for cancer. It is based on the nuclear fission that occurs when non-radioactive 10B absorbs thermal neutrons. One of the two boron compounds currently used in clinical trials for this therapy is BSH. To ensure differentiated retention in the tumour versus normal tissue prior to treatment, routine analytical methods to determine pharmacokinetics must be available. For this purpose we have developed a new, easy and time saving approach, in which the separation of boron derivatives is performed by means of capillary electrophoresis (CE). The CE method allows analyses to be performed in short times (less than 18 min), sensitively (LOD 8 pg loaded on the capillary) quantitatively (LOQ 5 microg/ml) and with a high efficiency of separation. Moreover it is simpler than HPLC and more reproducible (intra- and inter-day values were +/-1% and +/-3%, respectively), and does not require a specific column of derivatization. Mass spectrometry analysis of boron derivatives in different samples was also performed to ensure correct attribution of the CE peaks.